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We propose an image-based cellular contractile force evaluation method using a machine learning
technique. We use a special substrate that exhibits wrinkles when cells grab the substrate and
contract, and the wrinkles can be used to visualize the force magnitude and direction. In order to
extract wrinkles from the microscope images, we develop a new CNN (convolutional neural network)
architecture SW-UNet (small-world U-Net), which is a CNN that reflects the concept of the small-
world network. The SW-UNet shows better performance in wrinkle segmentation task compared
to other methods: the error (Euclidean distance) of SW-UNet is 4.9 times smaller than 2D-FFT
(fast Fourier transform) based segmentation approach, and is 2.9 times smaller than U-Net. As a
demonstration, we compare the contractile force of U2OS (human osteosarcoma) cells and show that
cells with a mutation in the KRAS oncogne show larger force compared to the wild-type cells. Our
new machine learning based algorithm provides us an efficient, automated and accurate method to
evaluate the cell contractile force.
Cellular contractile force is known to regulate diverse
functions, particularly related to cell adhesion, prolifer-
ation and migration, thus acting as an essential driver
in morphogenesis and pathogenesis [1]. Therefore, mea-
suring cellular contractile force is essential to understand
and control the status of living cells. The most com-
mon methods to measure the contractile force are trac-
tion force microscopy (TFM) [2] and microneedle assay
[3, 4]. In TFM, the displacement field is measured by flu-
orescent microbeads embedded inside the substrate, and
the contractile force is evaluated solving the inverse prob-
lem. In microneedle assay, the contractile force is eval-
uated from the deflections of the microneedles on which
cells are plated.
Another method used to evaluate the contractile force
is the wrinkle based measurements [5–9]. In a spe-
cial substrate that has a stiff top layer by heating
[5, 10] or plasma irradiation [8, 9], cells generate wrinkles
when they grab the substrate and contract as shown in
Fig. 1(a)(b), and the wrinkles can be used to visualize the
force magnitude and direction. The wrinkle length can
be used to estimate the force magnitude since the wrinkle
length has a positive correlation with the force strength
[6, 9]. In previous studies, researchers tried to extract
the wrinkles and measure its length manually [6], or by
2D-FFT (fast Fourier transform) based image processing
[8, 9]. Although the wrinkle based measurement provides
a convenient and efficient way to evaluate the contractile
force, it was difficult to extract the wrinkle from the mi-
croscope images both accurately and automatically. In
this work, we proposed a CNN (convolutional neural net-
work) based method to automate segmentation of wrin-
kles from the microscope images.
In recent years, U-Net [11, 12] is widely used in the
segmentation task for biomedical images including those
of cells [13–15]. In this paper, we propose a new CNN
called SW-UNet (small-world U-Net), which is a modi-
fied U-Net that reflects the concept of the small-world
network [16–18]. The small-world network is a network
that has more connection to its neighbouring nodes while
they have less connection to non-neighbouring nodes, and
this attribute can be quantified by SWI (small-world in-
dex) [18]. The original CNN algorithm was initially in-
spired by the neural structure of the striate-cortex from
macaques and cats [19]. Since the attribute of the small-
world network also exists in the neural structure of ani-
mal cortex [20–22], we hypothesize that integrating this
attribute and building SW-UNet will improve the perfor-
mance of CNN. In this work, we built our CNN based on
the structure of U-Net and optimized the connection to
reflect the concept of the small-world network. Although
there are several recent studies [23, 24] worked on image
classifications or recognitions based on the small-world
inspired CNN, our work is one of the first attempts to
work on the image segmentation for a practical appli-
cation. Our work is also important because we provide
comprehensive knowledge how the network structure af-
fects the segmentation performance.
This paper consists of the following four parts. Firstly,
we prepare training datasets for SW-UNet using image
processing techniques. Secondly, we construct the SW-
UNet architecture by importing the attribute of a small-
world network into U-Net. Thirdly, we compare the ac-
curacy of wrinkle extraction with other methods. Finally,
we apply this novel technology to demonstrate that the
contractile force in U2OS (human osteosarcoma) cells is
elevated upon a mutation in the KRAS oncogene.
EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS
Cell substrate Based on our previous studies [7, 9],
we prepare the substrate that can generate wrinkles re-
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2FIG. 1. Wrinkle generation by the cell contractile force and fabrication method of the substrate: (a) Microscope
images of wrinkles that are generated by the U2OS cell contractile force. The scale bar in the figure has a length of 20
micrometers. (b) Schematic side view of the cell. The contractile forces are generated by cellular endogenous activity, and the
force gives rise to the wrinkle generation. (c) Schematics of our experiment procedures. (i) The PDMS gel layer is coated on
the polystyrene layer. (ii) The oxygen plasma is applied to the PDMS gel layer to oxide the surface layer. (iii) The U2OS cells
are cultured on the substrate.
versibly upon application of cellular forces following steps
as in Fig. 1(c). Firstly, parts A and B of CY 52-276 (Dow
Corning Toray) are mixed at a weight ratio of 1.25:1 to
form a PDMS (polydimethylsiloxane) gel layer that is
coated on a circular cover glass. Secondly, the cover glass
is placed in a 60°C oven for 20 hours to cure the PDMS
gel. Thirdly, oxygen plasma (SEDE-GE, Meiwafosis) is
applied uniformly along the surface of the PDMS layer to
create an oxide layer that works as the substrate for cell
culture. Finally, the substrate is coated with 10 Îĳg/mL
collagen type I solution for 3 hours.
Cells U2OS cells (HTB-96; ATCC) were maintained
in DMEM (043-30085; Wako) supplemented with 10%
FBS (SAFC Bioscience), 100 U/mL penicillin, and 100
Âţg/ mL streptomycin (168-23191; Wako). Cells were
maintained in a humidified 5% CO2 incubator at 37°C.
Plasmids The human KRAS wild-type cDNA (Ad-
dgene plasmid #83166, a gift from Dominic Esposito)
and KRAS G12V cDNA (Addgene plasmid #83169, a
gift from Dominic Esposito) were amplified using KOD-
plus-Neo DNA polymerase kit (KOD-401; Toyobo). The
expression plasmids encoding mClover2-tagged KRAS
wild-type and mRuby2-tagged KRAS G12V were con-
structed by inserting the PCR-amplified cDNAs into
the mClover2-C1 vector (Addgene plasmid #54577, a
gift from Michael Davidson) and the mRuby2-C1 vector
(Addgene plasmid #54768, a gift from Michael David-
son). Before seeding two populations of KRAS express-
ing cells onto the gel substrate, cells were transiently
transfected with either mClover2-KRAS wild-type or
mRuby2-KRAS G12V using ScreenFect A (299-73203;
Wako).
METHODS
Overview
We overview our CNN-based wrinkle detection system
in Fig 2. The full process consists of these three steps:
(a)-(b) preparing the training dataset, (c) training and
(d) wrinkle segmentation. Firstly, we utilize 2D-FFT
method [8] and curvature filter [25] to extract rough wrin-
kle images for the CNN training, as shown in Fig. 2(a).
Note images of cells and wrinkles are captured on an in-
verted phase-contrast microscope (IX73; Olympus) using
a camera (ORCA-R2; Hamamatsu) with a 20× objective
lens. A large number of cells cultured on the same sub-
strate were imaged almost simultaneously using an XY
motorized stage (Sigma Koki). In this step, the wrinkles
are detected purely by the image processing techniques,
and image augmentation is used to increase the number of
training data. Secondly, we train SW-UNet using images
that we prepared in the first step: raw cell image (input)
and wrinkle image (label) shown in Fig. 2(c). Finally,
we utilize this SW-UNet to obtain the wrinkles from test
images as in Fig. 2(d). In the following subsections, we
explain each step in detail.
Training dataset preparation
2D-FFT and bandpass filter The wrinkle patterns are
firstly extracted by combinations of successive three op-
erations: 2D-FFT, bandpass filtering and inverse FFT
(IFFT) techniques [8, 9]. Note this approach has been
already established and utilized in our previous studies
3FIG. 2. Overview of our approach. (a) Preparation of training dataset. The wrinkles are extracted by image processing
techniques, 2D-FFT (bandpass filtering) and curvature filter. (b) Image augmentation methods, affine and warping transforma-
tion, are used to increase the number of the training dataset. (c) Training SW-UNet from two images: the original microscope
images and extracted wrinkle images. (d) Utilize SW-UNet to extract wrinkles.
[8, 9], and please refer to these papers for details. Since
the wrinkles have a characteristic wavelength (3-6 pix-
els), the pattern can be extracted applying a bandpass
filter to the image after the 2D-FFT operation as shown
in Fig. 3(a). Restoring the image with IFFT, the wrin-
kles can be extracted as the figure, but the image also
contains cell contours.
Curvature filter Curvature filter is originally designed
to achieve efficient smoothing and denoising operations
[25]. Considering the image intensities as a heightfield,
the surface mean curvature can be obtained at each pixel.
The filter can be used to smooth out only wrinkles be-
cause pixels that have higher curvature decay faster in
this filter. Figure 3(b) shows images before and after the
curvature filter, and it is clearly shown that the wrinkles
smoothed out, and only cell contours remained. Note we
utilized the filter repeatedly 200-1000 times until only
wrinkles disappear.
Computing conjunction (A ∩ B) of two resultant im-
ages, A (right end of Fig. 3(a)) and B (right end of (b)),
the cell contours that appear in imageA can be extracted.
Finally substituting the cell contours (A∩B) from image
A as shown in Fig. 3(c), images with only wrinkles are
obtained.
Image augmentation We prepared 126 original cell
images for the training. Many previous researches that
handle biomedical images [11, 26] used image augmenta-
tion techniques to increase the number of training images.
In this study, we also expand the quantity of our cell im-
ages from 126 to 1404 by the geometric affine transfor-
mations [27, 28] and warping transformations.
CNN architecture
Although the traditional image processing techniques
are effective as shown in the previous section, the method
fails to reproduce the wrinkle pattern in some cases (as
also shown later in Fig. 6(a)). This image processing
approach is not applicable in following three situations:
(i) when the wrinkles are entirely underneath and over-
lapped with the cell, (ii) when the wrinkles have fewer
features of wave-like patterns and (iii) when there are in-
tense noises in the images. In this work, we utilize CNN
to overcome the situation and to extract clear wrinkle
images.
In recent researches, U-Net [11] has been widely used
for segmentation of biological and medical images [29–
31]. Figure 4(b) shows network topology of U-Net, and
each node corresponds to the tensor format (Nx, Ny, Np);
Nx and Ny represent the image size in pixel units both
x- and y-direction respectively, while Np is the number
of images. Starting from a single input image (Nx, Ny,
Np = 1), which is shown with a blue node in Fig. 4(b), the
input image goes through the network counter clockwise.
Lines between the nodes are the tensor conversions, such
as the pooling and convolution operations. The image
would finally come back to a single output image (Nx, Ny,
1) at the green node, and the network is designed to
extract the desired segmented image at this final tensor.
The U-Net mainly consists of two paths, contracting
path (left side of Fig. 4(b)) and expansive path (right
side). The contracting path is responsible for extracting
the feature from the images, while the expansive path is
designed to reconstruct the desired object from the image
features. The contracting path shrinks the image size
4FIG. 3. Preparation of training data: wrinkle extraction with image processing techniques. (a) Rough extraction of
wrinkles by a combination of three operations: 2D-FFT, bandpass filtering and IFFT. Since the wrinkles have their characteristic
wavelength (3-6 pixels), they can be extracted (bandpass filtering) and restored (IFFT) with these three steps. (b) Extracting
cell contours from the original images utilizing the curvature filter. Smoothing out the wrinkles, which has a smaller wavelength
(i.e. high curvature), the cell contour is extracted. (c) Constructing clear wrinkle image combining two resultant images A and
B.
using the alternate operations of convolution and pooling
in the order of (pooling, convolution, convolution). As
the result of these procedures, Nx and Ny decrease while
Np increases. On the other hand, the expansive path
increases the image size Nx and Ny while decreasing Np
using alternate operations of (upsampling, convolution,
convolution). The image sizes Nx and Ny reach to a
minimal after the contracting path, and come back to the
original size after the expansive path. There are special
bypass connections in U-Net called “copy and crop" path
[11], which goes horizontally from the contracting to the
expansive path in Fig. 4(b), and the path is responsible
for avoiding the loss of effective information during the
operation of pooling.
Algorithm building SW-UNet
We now introduce the concept of the small-world and
modify the CNN topology. The topology of the small-
world network is characterized and controlled by three
parameters: N , K and P [16, 32]: N is the number
of nodes in the network, K is the average number of
the connection branches between the neighbouring nodes,
and P is the random reconnection probability. The to-
tal number of branches is KN/2, and selected ∼ KNP/2
branches are randomly re-connected to other nodes in the
network. Figure 4(a) shows the schematic of the small-
world network topology under fixed N = 8 and K = 4,
but different P parameter. Each node has connections
only to its closest neighbouring K nodes for P = 0, and
the network topology becomes disordered with the in-
crease of P . We built our SW-UNet architecture through
the following procedures.
Network topology generation In the first step, we
build the DenseNet [33–35] with N = 27, K = 4 as
shown in Fig. 4(c). Each node corresponds to a ten-
sor format (Nx, Ny, Np), and the input image would go
through the network counter-clockwise as U-Net. Follow-
ing the tensor conversions of U-Net, SW-UNet also con-
sists of the contracting path with successive operations
of (pooling, convolution, convolution) and the expansive
path with (upsampling, convolution, convolution). Fig-
ure 4(f) shows the list of tensor formats that we use in
5FIG. 4. Overview of SW-UNet architecture. (a) Network topology difference based on the random re-connection prob-
ability P . (b)-(e) Network topology of several CNN structures. Each node corresponds to tensor format, while black lines
correspond to the tensor conversions. (f) A table showing the node connection status for (e) SW-UNet. Labels on the hor-
izontal and vertical axis are both tensor formats, and the colors inside the table represent the connection status: red shows
connected nodes, blue shows unconnected nodes and orange shows connected nodes but with the recursively reduced number
of input images. (g) A schematic showing a tensor conversion with three input nodes A− C and a single output node D.
SW-UNet.
In the second step, we reconnect randomly selected ∼
NKP/2 connections for P 6= 0 as shown in Fig. 4(d)-(e).
The network is DenseNet for P = 0, while the network
is totally random for P = 1 as shown in Fig. 4(e). The
image flow direction is always from the upstream to the
downstream node.
Node connection The format conversions are neces-
sary to connect nodes that have different tensor formats,
and Fig. 4(g) is a schematic of our connection algo-
rithm. The extracted connections are from Fig. 4(d),
and it shows a situation that three input nodes A − C
are connected to a single output node D. We first use
the pooling and up-sampling operations to match the im-
age size of destination node D, NDx = NDy = 32. For
example, the pooling operation is utilized to contract
large images as node A (NAx = NAy = 256), while up-
sampling operation is utilized to expand smaller images
as node C (NCx = NCy = 16). Summing up all resul-
tant images from node A-C, the number of total images
is now ND
′
p = N
A
p +N
B
p +N
C
p but the value ND
′
p would
not necessary match the destination node image num-
ber ND
′
p 6= NDp . Therefore, the convolution operation is
utilized to convert the image number from ND
′
p to NDp .
Note when one of the input image number (NAp , NBp
and NCp ) exceeds the destination image number NDp , we
halve the input image number recursively until they be-
come smaller than NDp . Figure 4(f) shows the connection
status for the network P = 0.4 (Fig. 4(e)): red shows con-
nected nodes, blue shows unconnected nodes, and orange
shows connected nodes but with the recursively reduced
number of input images.
Training parameter
The number of the training dataset is 1404 (126 orig-
inal images), and Adam optimizer [36] with a learning
rate of 0.0001 is utilized for training the CNN network.
We used Nvidia Titan Black (2 GPUs) to accelerate the
training process.
In previous studies, researchers prepared original im-
ages in an order of ∼ 1000 [37–41] as the training dataset
to avoid the overfitting. Since we have 126 original im-
ages for the training dataset, we need to restrict our
training epochs [42]. Therefore, we set the training steps
6in one epoch as 300 and set the total epochs as 10.
Wrinkle evaluation
After training CNNs, we evaluate its accuracy with
Ntest = 58 test images by comparing with the ground-
truth data. The ground-truth data are produced by three
different researchers that were asked to trace the wrinkle
lines manually. Although the cross-entropy is the stan-
dard method to compare images [11, 39, 43, 44], we did
not use this method because it was not a proper crite-
rion to compare the performance of different networks.
Interestingly, the accuracy (range: 0.9642-0.9759) and
loss (range: 0.798-0.808) in the training process converge
almost to a same value for all networks, though there is a
significant difference in the extracted wrinkles (as shown
in Fig. 5(a)).
Instead, we utilize perimeter length of the wrinkles ` as
the comparison criteria. In order to obtain the perimeter,
we extract the wrinkle edge with the Prewitt operator at
a threshold of 0.01 and count up the number of edge pix-
els to obtain `. We introduce two different distances, Eu-
clidean dEU and cosine distance dCOS, to quantify the dif-
ference between the wrinkle perimeter obtained by CNN
`CNN and the ground truth `GT. Each distance is defined
as
dEU =
√√√√Ntest∑
i=1
(`CNNi − `GTi )2, (1)
dCOS = 1−
Ntest∑
i=1
(`CNNi · `GTi )√√√√Ntest∑
i=1
(`CNNi )
2
√√√√Ntest∑
i=1
(`GTi )
2
. (2)
RESULTS
Effect of P -value in SW-UNet
We first evaluate the segmentation performance using
different network topology, SW-Net (P = 0 to 1) and
U-Net, in Fig. 5(a). Although most of the networks suc-
ceeded in extracting the wrinkles to some extent, P = 0
(DenseNet) and P = 1 (SW-UNet) failed, and they only
showed vague regions of wrinkles. Comparing the wrinkle
perimeter length ` for different SW-UNets, images (i) and
(ii) shows maximum length at intermediate P = 0.4−0.6,
while image (iii) shows larger ` for larger P -values. For
images (i) and (ii), the wrinkles are well extracted in
P = 0.4 − 0.6 but become less prominent with P in-
crease. As a result, SW-UNets with large P -value would
underestimate the wrinkle length. In the case of image
(iii), the network with P = 0.6 − 0.8 overestimates the
wrinkle length because the network failed to distinguish
the cell contours and wrinkles. Figure 5(b) shows the dis-
tance dEU from the manually tracked ground truth, and
the result shows that the segmentation performance is
best at P = 0.2− 0.4. The distance of U-Net was almost
the same as SW-UNet with P = 0.6.
We now introduce SWI (small-world index) [18] to
characterize the network topology, which is defined as
SWI = 1− ( L− Ll
Lr − Ll −
C − Cr
Cl − Cr ) (3)
where L is the average path length and C is the clustering
coefficient defined as
L =
1
N(N − 1)
N∑
i
N∑
j 6=i
Dij , (4)
C =
1
N
N∑
i
N∑
j
N∑
k
aijaihajh
(
N∑
j
aij) · (
N∑
j
aij − 1)
. (5)
D = 1 is the distance between two nodes, N = 27 is
the number of nodes in the network and a is the con-
nection status between two nodes: aij = 1 when nodes
i and j are connected while aij = 0 if the nodes are not
connected. Subscripts l and r describes that the value is
from the regular or random network respectively: Cl and
Cr are the clustering coefficients for regular and random
networks, while Ll and Lr are the average path lengths
in regular and random networks.
Figure 5(b) shows that SWI reaches maximum at
P = 0.2 and gradually decrease with P increase. Plotting
distance dEU as a function of SWI as shown in Fig. 5(c),
the result infers that the network with larger SWI has
better segmentation performance. Note we evaluated the
distance and SWI with three randomly generated net-
work for each P value. In recent years, there was a re-
port on the macaques and cats cortex topology [45], and
the small-world index was estimated as SWI ≈ 0.4 from
their results. The network topology in the brain might be
optimized in the process of evolution. Although we can-
not draw a definite conclusion here because of the small
number of sample data, there is a possibility that the
network SWI is one criterion to judge the performance
when designing a new CNN.
From next sections, we will fix the value to P = 0.4 for
SW-UNet.
Comparison of different segmentation methods
Figure 6(a) compares extracted wrinkles with different
approaches: 2D-FFT based method (image processing
7FIG. 5. Wrinkle segmentation using SW-UNet with different P -values. (a) Wrinkle images that are produced by
SW-UNet and U-Net, and ` is the wrinkle perimeter length. (b) Black plots show the distance dEU while red plots show SWI
(3) of the network, as a function of network reconnection parameter P . (c) The distance dEU as a function of SWI, and the
figure indicates that our network SW-UNet achieves better performance for larger SWI.
based segmentation), U-Net and our SW-UNet. The 2D-
FFT based method has the worst segmentation perfor-
mance, and extracted wrinkles are dotted-line-like pat-
terns rather than continuous lines. This is because the
2D-FFT based method can only detect the patterns that
have periodic wave patterns, and it has a limitation de-
tecting complex-shaped wrinkles as images (ii) or (iii).
The third row of Fig. 6(a) shows the images generated
by U-Net. Although the wrinkles are extracted clearer
compared to the 2D-FFT based approach, U-Net failed to
distinguish the cell contours and wrinkles in some circum-
stances. For example, U-Net treated the cell organelles
as the wrinkles in images (ii) and (iii) and accordingly
overestimating the length of wrinkles. In the case of im-
age (iv), U-Net detected wrinkles at the cell perimeter
even though there are no apparent wrinkles in the micro-
scope image. On the other hand, SW-UNet succeeded
in distinguishing the wrinkles from the cell contour, and
the wrinkle length can be evaluated precisely.
We now introduce the Euclidean distance (1) and co-
sine distance (2) to quantify the segmentation accuracy.
Figure 6(b) shows the accuracy, which is the inverse of
the distance 1/d, obtained by comparing with manually
traced wrinkle lines. Note the accuracy 1/d is normalized
by the score of SW-UNet in the figure. The figure shows
that SW-UNet has far better performance compared to
other two approaches, and the accuracy based on Eu-
clidean distance 1/dEU was 4.9 times accurate compared
to the 2D-FFT based approach, and 2.9 times accurate
compared to U-Net. In the case of the accuracy based
on cosine distance 1/dCOS, it was 36.8 times accurate
compared to 2D-FFT based approach, and 5.5 times ac-
curate compared to U-Net. In summary, our SW-UNet
is the most effective method for this application.
Demonstration: Effect of KRAS mutation
To demonstrate that our SW-UNet is applicable to
evaluate the cellular contractile force, we finally evalu-
ate the force with and without a KRAS mutation and
compare them. Mutations in the KRAS oncogene are
highly correlated with various types of cancer develop-
8FIG. 6. Wrinkle segmentation accuracy of SW-UNet and its application. (a) Comparison of extracted wrinkles by
different methods. (b) Accuracy of wrinkle segmentation quantified by the distances, Euclidean and cosine distances, from the
ground truth data. SW-UNet has the smallest error compared to 2D-FFT based segmentation and U-Net. (c) The wrinkles
(green lines) extracted from the microscope images by SW-UNet for U2OS cells with mutant KRAS gene (first row), and
wild-type U2OS cells (second row). (d) Wrinkle lengths of the two cell types. The mutant cell has longer wrinkle compared to
the wild- type, and there is a significant difference (student’s t-test) in two groups.
ment [46], including metastatic colorectal cancer [47],
pancreatic cancer [48] and non-small cell lung cancer [49].
G12V, which is a point mutation with a replacement from
glycine to valine at amino acid 12, is one of the most com-
mon oncogenic KRAS mutations and has been reported
to result in enhanced myosin phosphorylation [50].
Utilizing our new SW-UNet method, we extracted
the wrinkles from the microscope images, as shown in
Fig. 6(c), and the mutant group shows more wrinkles
than the wild-type group. In supplemental meterial, we
also show movies of moving cells with extracted wrinkles
(Movie 1 and 2). Figure 6(d) compares the wrinkle length
`, and the average length of mutant cells (` = 2144) is
larger than that of the wild-type (` = 901). Student’s
t-test shows that the p-value between these two groups
is 0.0245, and thus indicating that the mutant group and
wild-type group are significantly different. The previous
study [50], which reported enhanced myosin phosphory-
lation upon G12V mutation, indirectly suggests an in-
creased force generation during cancer development. In
accordance with this study, our present result demon-
strates that the mutated cells indeed exhibit greater
forces.
Given that comprehensive analyses are often crucial
in the field of cell biology to evaluate, e.g., how muta-
tions in specific oncogenes or administration of specific
drugs result in changes in cellular physical forces, our
system with SW-UNet of high-throughput capability is
potentially useful to more thoroughly evaluate potential
changes in the cellular contractile force upon different
types of molecular perturbations.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed an image-based cellular con-
tractile force evaluation method using a machine learning
technique. We developed a new CNN architecture SW-
UNet for the image segmentation task, and the network
reflects the concept of the small-world network. The net-
9work topology is controlled by three parameters: number
of nodes N , number of connection branches from a single
node to other K and re-connection probability P . Our
network reaches to the maximum segmentation perfor-
mance at P = 0.2 − 0.4, and the result infers that the
networks with larger SWI might have better performance
in the segmentation. Using our SW-UNet, we can ex-
tract the wrinkles clearer than other methods. The error
(Euclidean distance) of SW-UNet was 4.9 times smaller
than 2D-FFT based wrinkle segmentation approach and
was 2.9 times smaller than U-Net. As a demonstra-
tion, we compared the contractile force of U2OS cells and
showed that cells with mutant KRAS gene exhibit larger
force compared to the wild-type cells. Our new machine
learning based algorithm provides us an efficient, auto-
mated and accurate method to compare the cell contrac-
tile force. We believe that our network SW-UNet and
CNN building strategy would be useful for other appli-
cations.
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